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› Nuclear Fission: a neutron spits a nucleus into 

lighter nuclei

› Energy released = (mbefore – mafter)c
2

› ~3.2 x 10-11 J released 

› Fission of 1 g 235U = 24000 kWh

› 2~3 more neutrons released

› Nuclear reactors

› Nuclear → Thermal → Electric energy

› Control fission rate by controlling neutrons

› Cool reactor (and slow neutrons) with water

› Natural uranium is 0.7% 235U + 99.3% 238U

› Reactor-grade  U: 3~5% 235U 

› Weapons-grade U: >90% 235U 

1H 2H 3H

Fission reaction
Pressurized Water Reactor (70% of all reactors are PWRs) 

core temperature ~315 oC and pressure ~153 atm

Cascade of gas centrifuges 

used for uranium enrichment

10 g UO2 fuel pellet
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Climate change: Impact of energy production

› Ever-rising demand for energy

› With that comes GHG & CO2 emissions

› Most emissions from energy

› Most energy from fossil fuels

› Energy = Electricity + Transportation   

+ Heating + Manufacturing

› Over half electricity from fossil fuels

› Strategies to counter climate change:

› Electrify more sectors

› Shift electricity production to low-

emissions sources
Climate Watch Historical GHG Emissions. 2022. Washington, DC: 

World Resources Institute. https://www.climatewatchdata.org/ghg-emissions
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What is nuclear energy’s role in electricity production?

› Electricty production must match

electricity demand constantly

› Demand for electricity varies over a day!

› Solar, wind, and hydro supplies vary 

with time of day/year and weather

› Need high volume of reliable power

› Nuclear is most reliable power source

› Already significant

› especially in Europe

› Energy storage and batteries insufficient 

to replace all sources with renewables

› Electricity demand will continue rising

Temporal variance of U.S. electricity

High output 

& constant 

production

Flexible 

production

Intermittent 

production

Energy demand rising 

worldwide
(15 PWhe in 2000 → 26 PWhe in 2019)

+

Electrifying more sectors

+

Replace fossil fuels with 

clean electricity sources
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The environmental and human costs of energy production

› Fossil fuels, by far, are 
dirtiest and deadliest

› Nuclear is comparable to 
renewables in both

› Environmental conservation    
. =   use less environment

› Nuclear is power dense

› An average reactor
produces 8.2 TWh/yr

› Accidents can happen

› Negligible exposure from 
normal operations

› Accidents are scary!

How much is 8.2 TWh/yr ?

Enough electricity for: × 293 000

Can be produced by: 

× 1 × 977

× 25 442 m2

(w/ 6 hr full sun per day)
× ~100

26 April 1986 – Chernobyl reactor No. 4 (RMBK-type reactor)

About 1 in 3 people have some level of anxiety 

toward flight, with 2.5-5% having a clinical phobia
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Our options with nuclear energy

Tokai Daini nuclear power plant, automatically shut down 

after the 2011 Tohoku earthquake, in April 2021 granted 

permission to restart following safety work due to be 

completed by Dec. 2022. 

› Shut down operating reactors

› Operate existing reactors for as long 

as possible but build no more

› Invest in nuclear technology innovation 

and next-generation reactors

India’s Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor, to be completed in October 2022
Illustration of NuScale’s Small Modular Reactor (SMR) 

Power Module on a truck

BN-800 sodium-cooled fast breeder reactor in Zarechny, Russia

Achieved full 880 MWe production in August 2016
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Nuclear energy and Norway

JEEP I reactor, operated 1951-1967 and located in Kjeller

HBWR reactor, operated 1958-2018 and located in Halden, 

being visited by King Olav in 1959  

JEEP II reactor, operated 1966-2018 and located in Kjeller

Planning for a reactor in the Oslofjord area had 

been conducted in the 1970s.

› Norway has a history with nuclear technology

› 1948 – Institutt for atomenergi (IFA)

› (today called Institutt for energiteknikk (IFE))

› 1951 – JEEP I research reactor operation

› 1967 – JEEP II reactor replaces JEEP I

› 1969 – The Storting approved planning             

. process for nuclear energy

› 1979 – Norway decides to focus on hydro

› 2018 – Only remaining research reactors   

. (JEEP II and HBWR) shut down

› 2022 – Plans to invest in nuclear research

› Legal framework for licensing the construction 

and operation of nuclear plants already exists Three Mile Island nuclear power plant ca. 1979, Pennsylvania, USA
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› Norway is naturally blessed with water

› And with thorium too!

› Lots of uranium reserves in allied 

democracies (esp. AU & CA)

› Good conditions for plant sites:

› Land cost/availability

› Population distribution

› Availability of cold cooling water

› Natural disasters/hazards 

› Transportation of heavy components

› Nuclear + Hydro? (+ Wind?)

› Norway should at least invest in 

nuclear expertise to be able to export

Base Load

Peak Load

Seaborg Technologies developing a Compact Molten Salt Reactor (CMSR) 

design hoping to bring floating power barges to market by 2025/2027.

Thorium-MOX fuel pellets being developed and 

tested by Thor Energy AS
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BN-800 sodium fast reactor in Zarechny, Russia
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The nuclear

fuel cycle

1964 Molten Salt Reactor Experiment 

at Oak Ridge National Lab, TN, USA

Pebble-bed reactors are a type of VHTR 

using graphite ‘pebbles’ (balls) embedded 

with thousands of micro-fuel particles

Illustration of a NuScale
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Tomorrow’s nuclear energy technologies

› Improved safety, sustainability, 

efficiency, and cost

› Sodium-cooled fast reactor

› closed fuel cycle

› Molten salt reactor

› most inherently safe

› Can be thermal or fast

› Very-high-temperature reactor

› 900-1000 oC out → make H

› Small modular reactor

› Output < 300 MWe

› Fusion?

ITER (International Thermonuclear 

Experimental Reactor) currently 

under construction in southern 

France

Nuclear 

D+T fusion 

reaction
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Some big challenges still face nuclear energy

› Waste disposal (for high-level waste)

› Most spent fuel temporarily stored

› A variety of different solutions exist 

for stabilizing high-level waste

› Only Finland so far has 

‘permanently’ solved this

› Politics and public sentiment

› ‘Not in my backyard’

› Aging reactor fleet

Tianwan Nuclear Power 

Plant in China; its newest 

unit took < 5 years from 

construction start to 

producing power.

Nine Mile Point Nuclear 

Station has the US’s oldest 

operating reactor, 

constructed 1965-69, in 

operation since Dec. 1969.
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